A dynamical system 77 on a separable metric space, which has a globally asymptotically stable critical point p, can be embedded into a radial flow p on U if and only if p is uniformaly asymptotically stable. Moreover, if 77 can be embedded into p, then there is a locally compact subset Y of / 2 such that 77 can be embedded into p restricted to Y.
In [1] the author showed that a dynamical system on a locally compact phase space, which has a globally asymptically stable critical point, can be embedded into the radial flow on l 2 defined by zpt = c ι z. Here we generalize this result and show that a dynamical system Π on a separable metric space which has a globally asymptotically stable critical point p, can be embedded into the radial flow p on l 2 if and only if p is uniformly asymptotically stable. Moreover, if 77 can be embedded into p, then there is a locally compact subset Y of l 2 such that 77 can be embedded into p restricted to Y.
A dynamical system on a topological space X is a continuous mapping Π: X x R-> X such that (where xΠt = Π{x, t)) ( X) xΠO = x for every x e X, For A c X and B a R, AΠB will denote the set {#77£: a;e4,ίeΰ}. In the special case B -R we will write C(A) instead of AΠR. An element x eX is called a critical point of 77 if C(#) = {#}. A subset A of X is invariant if C(A) = A. We will let R + denote the nonnegative reals.
A 
for every x e X -M and 0 < ί, (iii) for any neighborhood U of M there is an ε > 0 such that ε < L(x) whenever xiU, (iv) for any ε > 0 there is a neighborhood V of M such that L(x) < ε whenever x eV.
In [2] it is shown that a compact subset M of a metric space is asymptotically stable if and only if there is a Liapunov function for M.
Throughout this paper X will denote a separable metric space with metric d and we will assume that d(x, y) S 1 for every x, y e X. For x e X and ε > 0 the set {y e X: d(x, y) ^ ε} will be denoted by
The set of all sequences z = {z lf z 2 ,
, "z Λf •} of real numbers such that Σm=iZm converges is denoted by l 2 . A norm can be defined on l ? by \\z\\ -(ΣS=i «i») -The origin in l 2 will Be denoted by 0. Let p denote the dynamical system on l 2 defined by zpt == c% where c e (0, 1).
Let p be a uniformly asymptotically stable critical point of a dynamical system Π on a separable metric space X. Let U be a neighborhood of p such that for any neighborhood 7c ?7 of p there is a Γ> 0 so that UΠ[T, °oj c F.
Proof, Let a;Gl-{p}. Since C(α?)Π?7=0, we may assume that "a? 6 ?7. Let V be a positively invariant neighborhood of p such that x£ V and F c Ϊ7.
It follows that C(a) : n (X -Z7) ^ 0 for every a el-{p}.
It is known that there is a Liapunov function L for the uniformly aymptotically stable critical point p } [2] . Let λ be a number in the range of L such that L~\X) c U and set S = ϊ/ΓXλ). It is easy to verify that S is a section for Π restricted to X -{p}. , Since X is separable there is a countable dense subset {x n } of S. 
LEMMA 4. If x, y eS are such that h(x) = h(y)pt for some teR, then x -y and t -0.

Proof
Suppose that Λ,(#) = h(y)pt = c ί fc(^/) for some ί e i2. Without loss of generality we may assume that t ^> 0. Then / Λ (a?) = o*/ Λ (i/) ^ Λ(i/) for every M. By Lemma 2, x = ^/. If α? = y, clearly t = 0. LEMMA 
T%β mapping H: X > L defined by H(x) -^ ^ if x = p , \h(xΠr(x))p(-T(x))
ifxeX{p} ,
where T: X -{p} --> i? is α continuous mapping defined by xΠT(x) e S, is a homeomorphism.
Proof If xφp, then clearly H(x) ^ 0 = H(p). If £Γ(a?) = Jϊ(2/) with xφp-φy, then h(xΠT(x))p(-T(x)) = h(yΠT(y))p(-T(y)) so that 428 ROGER C. MCCANN h{xΠY{x)) = h(yΠY(y))p(Y(x) -T(y)). By Lemma 4 we have h(xΠT(x)) = h(yΠY(y)) and T(x) = T(y).
Since h is one-to-one xΠY{x) = yΠT(y). Hence, # = y and Jffis one-to-one. Since h, Π, Y 9 and p are continuous, iϊ is continuous on X -{p}. We will now show that H is continuous at p. Let {zj be any sequence in X -{p} which converges to p. Proof. Suppose that Π can be embedded into p. Evidently the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable with respect to p. Since Π is embedded into p, it is easy to show that p is uniformly asymptotically stable. Now suppose that p is uniformly asymptotically stable. In light of Lemma 4 it remains to show that H{xΠt) = H(x)pt. It is easy to show that Y{xΠt) = Y{x) -t. Hence, Proof. Let the notation be as before. Evidently h(S) is a subset of the Hubert cube, T = [x e l 2 : x = (x l9 x 2 , , x n , •) with \x n \ <^ n~ι for each n}, which is a compact subset of l 2 . Since S = L~\X), the section S is a closed subset of X with p$S. Hence 0 g h(S). Since h(S) is a closed subset of T, it is compact. Set Y = (h(S)ρR) U {0}. By Lemma 7, Y is a locally compact subset of Z 2 . Clearly H(X) a Y. The desired result follows directly.
